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i SEGUEl)ilOFORN - SKEET CHANNELS ONLY 

PROJECT SUN STfti'AK (U) 

ERV SESSION PROCEDURES RBPORT 

WARNING NOTICE: INTELLIGENCE SOURCES AND METHODS INVOLVED 

CONTROL NUMBER: NICKNAME: OTHER "E" 

DATE OF SESSION 4 Aug 86 TARGET COUNTRY: UNK 
5~{t:. 

REFERENCE: SPR-002-86, DTD~86, SAB SESSION NUMBER: 03 

DATE OF REPORT: 6 Aug 86 MISSION STATUS: CONTINUING 

TECHNIQUE UTILIZED: ERV SOURCE IDENTIFIER: 101 

---------------------------------~-.£"~~-----------------
1. ( ) TASKING: In addition to the original tasking provided to 
the interviewer (see reference above),_ the Interviewer-was directed to provide 
the following pre-sessruon data: "A review of the notes from the previous 
targeting sessions indicates your references to multiple buildings, the 
presence of water, a feeling of transference to shipping and words such as 
"logistician," "shipment" etc. These words indicate to me that you are at 
the site. Specifically, our interest is in a specific storage area. When 
you move to the target, go to this storage area and describe the facility and 
its contents." Source was also pnivided the same encrypted coordinates as the 
previous two sessions as per Extended Remote Viewing (ERV) protocols. No 
other cueing or descriptive data except that quoted above was provided to 
the Source pertaining to this site. 

2. ( ) SESSION: Two inclemencies were known to the intervewer 
which may have influenced the data.l"obtained in this ERV session. Source's 
son graduates from US Aj,my Basic Training in four days and plans to travel 
to this event are still unresolved dependent upon the ultimate assignment 
orders of his son. This matter has been causing Source no smqll amount of 
consternation. Source voiced the second inclemency just prior to entering 
the session room. He was experiencing a bout of intestinal flu with symptoms 
that included physical weakness, fever, diarrhea, nausea and stomach cramps. 
At Source's own request, the session was not cancelled and continued without 
interruption. The only exception was a single comment by Source during the 
session that he was, "pausing for a moment to permit a twinge of stomach 
cramping to pass." Source's observed '&Ypnagogic state did not display any 
significant adverse manifestations which would indicate to the Interviewer 
that a..2roper &emote Viewing altered state of consciousness was not being 
mainta,lined. 
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3 ( ) SUMMARY: ERV protocols normally require that Source "prepare 
a written summary of his perceptions immediately following a session. This 
summary, edited for clarity, grammar and structure is then provided complete 
in the Session Procedure Report (SPR). Additional Interviewer comments and 
data reported during the ses.sion is also provided. Due in part to Source's i 

illness, as stated above, and another agenda requiring his presence, no 
sum~~y was prepared. In lieu of the summary, the Interviewer's notes 
con-tcerning the data provided by the Source is provided: 

a. ( ) A land/water interface the shoreline being the ocean 
and the land being a harbor or port facility with loading equipment and storage 
buildings 

b. ( ) One storage area is surrounded by a fence inside of 
which there are several lesser buildings and one main building. This building 
has a curved roof, like a cuppola. 

c. ( ) Pallets (metal and wood), like the 
boxes, machinery, are stacked outside the main building. 
different sized boxes have been stacked, lashed down and 
sectruons of the building. 

type used to ship 
Within the building 

stored in various 

d. ( ) Two sizes of "boxes" are most noticeable: meci.~m sized 
boxes stacked on the pallets and a large box (larger than a man) positioned 
on the pallets, otle per pallet. In other areas there are impressions of shelves 
for stacking of other stored items. 

e. ( 
sized", "a 
and "olive 
their bulk 

) The large box is further described as being "refrigerator 
frame support", "padded and cushioned inside to prevent movement" 
drab in color." The large boxes require special handling since 
belies the fragile contents of the items stored inside. 

f. ( ) Key words pertaining to the boxes which were perceived 
included; "missles," "S. A. M," 11smoke gen~ator, 11 "gyroscopic control," 
"guiding," "turning," "shut-tling," and a noise described as "click, click, click," 

g. ( ) A visual of separate portions or segregated components, 
i.e., a top portion which can be detached from the rest of "the device." 
The upper p't_otion has a strong impression of a gyroscopic internal machanism. 
The lower p1lgtion was larger and perceived in words such as; "crosswired," 
"contoured," "co-axel," "segregated and separated, ""forms a barrier or 
shield, 11 "sloshing_," 11solidified, 11 "soldered," "channeling," "pooling," 
"stretching" and "curvedness.u 

\c..~rs 
h. ( ) An imprssion of white, yellow and black~on olive drab metal. 

The letters are for identification and instruction. 

4. ( ) FEEDBACK: Source continues to draw nearer to the actual 
tasking but has not specifically identify the items in the storage facility. 
Source's stated and known inclemencies undoubtedly had an impact on Source ':s 
ability to accurately focus his attention on the target, as required. The 
session was abruptly terminated when Source reported that he "has lost the 
target and was now outside the building looking down:'which may again, have 
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been ~m:toma:ti_c of his physical and ment,al state during this session. An 
additional ses~on will be scheduled for the future in an attempt to have Source 
finally describe the contents of boxes stored in the building. Source was not 
told when this session will occur. 

SG1J 
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